Massive increases in data traffic, mobile devices and cloud-based applications are constantly changing the way your customers do business.

**AT&T Internet Access**

- Fast, affordable and quick to provision
- Speeds up to 75Mbps*
- For both business and consumer end customers
- Available In-Region only

**AT&T Managed Internet Service**

- High-speed dedicated internet service
- 24x7 network monitoring, provisioning and technical support
- Extensive reach throughout U.S. over the AT&T IP backbone
- Highly redundant network nodes for unparalleled reliability

**AT&T Switched Ethernet**

- Simplified network architecture
- Allows for multiple applications on a single network
- Cost effective reliability to ensure continuity
- Scalable, flexible network to meet changing business needs
- High performance to deliver traffic in milliseconds

**AT&T Virtual Private Network**

- Any-to-any connectivity
- Redundancy and simplified disaster recovery
- Proactive network diagnosis and issue resolution
- Network management tools and multiple access options
- Scales to accommodate changing bandwidth needs
- Option to aggregate traffic on one AT&T network connection

---

*Based on service availability over the AT&T IP backbone. See the applicable AT&T Partner Exchange Product Brief at partnerexchange.att.com.
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Help your customers connect their locations and extend their network to remote and mobile users to enhance productivity while still protecting their data.

A robust portfolio
To support your business strategy

HOME OFFICE

SMALL BUSINESS

DEDICATED CONNECTIONS

AT&T Internet Access
Provides access to the internet for both consumer and business customers, with quick provisioning and high reliability.

AT&T Managed Internet Service
The most complete business class Internet experience to help your customers stay connected.

AT&T Switched Ethernet Service
Supports multiple locations, with a variety of configurations and the flexibility to grow and adapt as needs change.

AT&T Virtual Private Network
Connects multiple locations and users on a single private IP network, with traffic prioritization, low latency and a superior end-user experience.
AT&T Partner Exchange® can help you respond quickly to the changing needs of your customers’ networks and keep people and processes operating efficiently.

A robust portfolio
To enhance your network offer

VOICE SOLUTIONS

DATA MONITORING

FIREWALL PROTECTION

AT&T IP Flexible Reach

AT&T Colocation

AT&T Network-Based Firewall

REMOTE ACCESS

BACK-UP SERVICES

NETWORK SECURITY

AT&T Network-Based IP VPN
Remote Access

Wireless Wide Area Network (WAN)

AT&T NetBond®
Enhance your network offer

**AT&T NetBond®**
Extends a virtual private network (VPN) to cloud service providers, and “bonds” the performance and network security of a MPLS VPN with the speed, agility and power of cloud solutions.

**AT&T Network-Based IP VPN Remote Access**
Keeps remote workers and small offices connected with highly-secure access to critical business apps regardless of location, access type or device, across the AT&T Global Network.

**Wireless Wide Area Network (WAN) Services**
Can provide diverse, cost-effective backup for data applications, quick deployment of new applications, remote locations or mobile workers and consistent network connectivity.

**AT&T Network-Based Firewall**
Provides internet access through integrated firewall functionality from your customer’s VPN.

**AT&T Colocation**
Offers lease space in an AT&T highly-secure data center that houses, monitors and protects your customer’s equipment.

**AT&T IP Flexible Reach**
Delivers voice and data traffic over the same transport to drive greater bandwidth utilization and potential access to cost savings.

See the applicable AT&T Partner Exchange Product Brief at partnerexchange.att.com.
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Application Programming Interface
Utilize APIs* to connect business applications to AT&T systems to access information for select wireline and mobility products as well as to the IoT platform, AT&T Control Center.

Training and Certification
Progressive learning experiences designed to help solution providers deepen product knowledge and more effectively position AT&T services to their customers.

Marketing Consultants
Marketing support that can assist solution providers in building meaningful campaigns to help grow their business.

Marketing as a Service
Access to third-party vendors** that can help create custom, integrated campaigns for solution providers such as email marketing, social strategy, lead list sourcing and appointment setting.

Market Development Funds
Targeted marketing funds to help generate demand for co-branded solutions and aid in funnel growth.

Investment Development Funds
A variety of co-funded resources to help enhance operational readiness—from staff augmentation, operations and sales consulting, to systems investments and API development.**

Employee Sponsorship Program
Deliver extra value for business customers by extending discounts on AT&T wireless services to eligible customers’ employees and families.

Contact Us
For more information on AT&T Partner Exchange, visit partnerexchange.att.com

* Separate agreement required.
** Products and services are offered strictly by third-party providers, and any purchase of products or services is between the relevant Solution Provider and such providers. AT&T assumes no liability for services or products offered or sold by, or purchased from, such providers.
*** Subject to additional terms available at: https://partnerexchange.att.com/Servlet/ServletFileDownload?file=01560000001AnknAAC